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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Biocom in Los Angeles
THE LARGEST AND MOST EXPERIENCED LEADER AND 
ADVOCATE FOR CALIFORNIA’S LIFE SCIENCE SECTOR 

Why

www.biocomla.org

Biocom accelerates member success with targeted programs and 
customized services reflecting the many unique aspects of the Los 
Angeles region. To learn more about how Biocom is bringing growth, 
capital, and jobs to the Los Angeles life sciences industry, visit 
www.biocomla.org.

Why Los Angeles? Los Angeles has so much to offer, yet is often overlooked as a driver of life science innovation 
despite generating an estimated $40.3 billion in economic activity in 2016. In addition, Los Angeles’ nearly 600 
life science companies and leading academic/medical research centers, capture almost $1B in NIH funding 
annually.
See more on the 590 life science companies in LA County on the reverse side

Biocom in Los Angeles: The roots of our efforts in Los Angeles began to take shape in 2014, when the L.A. County 
Board of Supervisors commissioned the Battelle Memorial Institute to study the local life science cluster. Their 
report, like the region’s impressive economic numbers, indicated that the local bioscience industry had the 
potential to grow to a national life science powerhouse.

Biocom’s LA office is located in downtown LA and serves the greater Los Angeles area with a staff of 5 employees 
focused on leveraging the resources, programs, and initiatives that drove San Diego’s success as a global life 
science player. 
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Life Science Companies in LA County

Dina Lozofsky, Executive Director
dlozofsky@biocom.org
@BiocominLA
213.943.2920    

LIFE SCIENCE COMPANIES
IN L.A. COUNTY

• Data is from the Biocom Economic Impact Report
• Data reveals challenges and opportunities in L.A. market
• Data provides foundation for serving the unique aspects 
   of the L.A. life science cluster
• There is wealth and diversity in the industry across L.A.

Biocom accelerates member success with targeted programs and customized services reflecting the 
many unique aspects of the Los Angeles region. To learn more about how Biocom is bringing more 
growth, revenue, and jobs to the Los Angeles life sciences industry, visit us at www.biocomla.org

www.biocomla.org  |      @BiocominLA  |  444 South Flower Street, Suite 1780 Los Angeles, CA 90071  |       213.943.2920

Presented by Biocom: Representing the California Life Science Community
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L.A. County: 
• at 590 companies, surprisingly large
• companies are scattered across county
• has no geographic hub for the sector
• reflects some clear sub-sectors
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• Data from the 2017 Biocom Economic Impact Report
• Data reveals challenges and opportunities in L.A. market
• Data provides foundation for serving the unique aspects
   of the L.A. life science cluster
• There is wealth and diversity in the industry across L.A.,   
   with representation from companies in all life science 
   industry sub-sectors.

L.A. County:
• at 590 companies, surprisingly large
• companies are scattered across county
• has no geographic hub for the sector
• reflects some clear sub-clusters


